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PackageCloud Subscription
Get the most popular applications pre-packaged for a fixed price.

Description

You know the problem  - you need to roll out a new version 
of a key business application. Everyone is waiting for it. But 
nobody has the time to take care of the packaging, quality 
assurance and documentation. Application packaging can be 
a time-consuming task that requires experience and 
expertise, especially since it's not something you do every day. 
The Matrix42 PackageCloud offers a wide range of business 
relevant applications as pre-packaged software - at a FIXED 
PRICE! 

You can download a list with supported software here. 

  

Key Features

Packages for 380 software products (March 2024)
Quality-assured software packages from the German market leader.
Simple and fast deployment of applications as cloud services.
A dedicated team takes care of creation, updates, and quality assurance.
Multilingual packages (German and English versions for all packages, newer packages 
also in French).
Approved and tested platforms - Windows 8/8.1 (x86, x64), Windows 10 (x86, x64) and 
Windows 11 (x64).
Suitable for software distribution via Matrix42 Client Management.
Single package for installation, repair, and uninstallation - templates can be taken from 
the PackageCloud.
Package customisation to meet individual customer requirements.
Comprehensive documentation per package.

https://marketplace.matrix42.com?mx42cpdf_dl=matrix42-package-list
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Seamless integration into the Matrix42 product portfolio and support processes.
Fixed price for all packages.

Your benefits

High reliability and security during rollouts through quality-tested packages certified by 
Matrix42.
Rapid ROI and significant savings through fast rollouts and immediate use of the 
Package Cloud.
Easy installation of business-relevant packages pre-configured by experts (best 
practices).
Access to pre-configured packages for every piece of software increases efficiency 
and reduces costs for the organisation. IT departments can ensure fast and easy 
access to software, including the latest versions.
Users also benefit. They can install software without technical knowledge (at the touch 
of a button). In addition, all settings can be pre-set so that a user can install software 
and start using it immediately.
Reduce security risks and control software installation by creating a standardised 
environment. Avoid errors, both service and user, by providing a stable environment.
Quickly uninstall without leaving a trace.
Achieve more in less time by taking advantage of pre-built and standardised software 
packages.

Important notes:
The license number is related to the existing license number of your Client 
Management product.
This product is for customers with min. 250 users.

 

Download Matrix42 PackageManager here.

The manual for creating a Service connection in DWP can be found here.

Additional information

Platform Empirum
Language English, German
License metric Per User

https://marketplace.matrix42.com/details/packagemanager/
https://help.matrix42.com/010_SUEM/010_UUX_for_Secure_UEM/090KnowledgeBase/Create_a_Service_Connection_for_Matrix42_PackageCloud
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Manufacturer Matrix42 GmbH
Contract type Subscription
Product link https://marketplace.matrix42.com/product/packagecloud/

https://marketplace.matrix42.com/product/packagecloud/

